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THE SENATOR TELLS IT LIKE IT IS, ABOUT OIL

Journalist Robert Scheer Interviews
Senator Edward Kennedy for the Los Angeles "Times", April 19, 1979

Scheer: "You've held exhaustive hearings on oil energy. Do you think we are being ripped off by the multi-national oil companies?"
Kennedy: "Oh, yes."
Scheer: "In what ways?"
Kennedy: "Well, primarily because they have no competition in the international markets. They find it extremely profitable to go along with whatever OPEC wants. I don't think world oil reserves are infinite, but I do think there are a good deal more reserves in different parts of the world. If those reserves were brought on stream in the international market, it would create a downward pressure on OPEC prices. We don't even know, for example, what the contracts between the major oil companies and Saudi Arabia are."

If it is discovered that these contracts are inimical to the interests of the people of the United States, could these Lords of Materialism be charged with criminal conspiracy?

"If the major oil companies have highly profitable commitments with the Middle East countries, should we expect them to go out and look for oil and gas in other places where it may exist? The consumers' interests are not the same as the interests of the major oil companies. The Carter administration seems to think they are the same. That's been the Administration's big mistake."

Scheer: "What are you going to do about it?"
Kennedy: "Well, we have tried to find ways. I spoke to the President recently about encouraging the World Bank's effort to support exploration for oil in other nations. We ought to make alternative sources of energy more competitive."

But don't look to the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund to finance alternative sources of oil supply, Senator, these public institutions, backed with our tax dollars, were privately organized for the benefit of America's multi-national corporations. Their leaders, such as former Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, take their orders from MIRO, not from the White House.

"The anti-trust laws aren't working," continued Kennedy. "It does
not make sense to have oil companies own the uranium and coal resources, because the companies won't allow these resources to become competitive with oil. We don't permit a can company to own a bottling company. We don't permit the railroads to own trucklines. I don't see why we permit the oil companies to own coal reserves and other energy resources. But the senators voted otherwise."

Scheer: "Is that because of the money the oil companies put into their campaigns?"
Kennedy: "I think it is directly related to that."
Scheer: "Do you think anything is going to happen to change the power of the oil and gas lobby?"

NOT UNTIL THE CITIZENS DO SOMETHING DRASTIC!
Kennedy: "I think the consumer will continue to see the explosion of costs -- in home heating oil and gasoline -- and record profits. Workers are asked to keep their wage demands down to 7% and they see the high oil company profits. I would think there would be a public outrage and outcry. I think they are going to demand action.

"The issue is whether that demand has a stronger effect on the members of Congress than the millions of dollars in campaign contributions that the oil companies pour into the coffers of members of Congress up for re-election. That's the real battle. That is one of the reasons why I strongly support the public financing of election campaigns. Congress is awash in a sea of special interest campaign contributions."

Scheer: "Has the oil companies' influence increased?"
Kennedy: "Oh, it has increased."
Scheer: "Their power has increased?"
Kennedy: "Oh sure. It has always been strong but it has increased significantly in recent years. We have public financing for presidential campaigns; so they can't buy presidential candidates.

REMEmBERING -- Senator Edward M. Kennedy at the grave of his martyred brother, Nov. 22, 1978. It is safe to say that Jack overshadows, guides and protects the Senator during his career in public service in Washington, D.C.
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They turn all their attention to members of Congress. Political action committees gave about $12 million in the 1974 election and $32 million in 1978. It is rising in geometric proportions."

Scheer: "Do you sense any countervailing power of consumer groups?"

**MONEY, THE MOST IMPORTANT POLITICAL FACTOR IN AMERICA?**

Kennedy: "Well, they are trying, but special-interest dollars are still the most important factor in the American political system."

Scheer: "Do you have any proposals for reducing the power of the oil companies?"

Kennedy: "I will introduce legislation to forbid the oil companies from acquiring any other companies with assets over $100 million. There is no reason that we should permit the major oil companies to use their windfall to buy up other businesses and alternative energy companies."

But suppose the major oil companies have lines of unlimited credit at the major banks, Senator? In fact, Wall Street shares the guilt for our dependence on OPEC, along with Dallas. Arabian oil is and has been a very profitable investment for bankers for a long time. Naturally they want to stay there until they get their money out of ARAMCO.

Scheer: "But even the President's more modest proposal for taxing part of the windfall profits created by the decontrol of oil prices will probably be defeated, as you say, by the oil and gas lobby."

Kennedy: "The windfall profits tax should have been put in place prior to decontrol. I recommended that in my meeting with (presidential aide) Stuart Eisenstat and with (Treasury Secretary) Michael Blumenthal. I said if they were going for decontrol, which I did not think was warranted or justified, they should first institute a windfall profits tax. It would have made a great deal more sense and I think we probably could have passed a decent bill. But this way they gave the game away before they ever started."

Scheer: "Why do you oppose President Carter on decontrol?"

Kennedy: "I am strongly against decontrol for a number of reasons. First, few actions taken by the Administration will contribute more to the rate of inflation. Second, the Congressional Budget Office estimates it will lead to the production of only 200,000 additional barrels of oil (a day) by 1981. That's a drop in the bucket! We're using 19 million barrels a day now. We're importing 9 million barrels a day, or almost half the total. Decontrol won't solve that. Third, the cost is enormous -- it will transfer $17 billion from the consumers to the producers. Fourth, the President's windfall profits tax will capture only half the windfall, even if Congress comes to grips with the issue in any..."
serious way -- which I doubt, given the power of the oil lobby.
Fifth, decontrol itself is a phony term. We are simply shifting
the power to control prices from the U.S. Government to the OPEC
governments. Sixth, there was no serious discussion of the need
to seek additional energy supplies in the President's statement.
And seventh, with scarce resources and with the potential of
another embargo in the future, we ought to be conserving our own
resources here at home, rather than draining them first."

THOUSANDS OF CAPPED OIL WELLS

Petroleum authorities here in California say there are 22,000
capped oil wells! A spokesman for Standard Oil said it would
take between $5 and $7 million to uncap, clean out and get into
production their capped wells, and there would be no incentive to
do this unless gasoline was decontrolled and allowed to climb to
a free market price of $1.50 a gallon or higher.

Scheer: "Is it too late to do anything about this?"
Kennedy: "I joined with Sen. (Henry M.) Jackson (D-Wash.) two
weeks ago on the floor of the Senate in an attempt to delay the
power of the President to deregulate oil prices for two more
years. I would say it is an uphill battle, but as consumers
pay more and more -- whether it is for home heating oil or for
gasoline -- they will demand some action from Congress."

Scheer: "Do you intend to propose any specific legislation
on the windfall profits?"
Kennedy: "We will have some, certainly. I favor the recapture
of the total amount of windfall profits from decontrol and reba-
ting it back to the consumers who are going to be paying the in-
crease. This seems to me the only equitable way."

Scheer: "The argument is made that the high profits are needed
in order to reinvest in the development of energy resources."
Kennedy: "Well, the fact of the matter is, of course, that the
major oil companies haven't been doing that -- have they? Mobil
bought Marcore (the holding company of Montgomery Ward), Gulf
tried to buy Ringling Brothers Circus. They are buying chemical
plants and real estate. They have the resources -- there has
been a substantial increase in profits -- but they are not re-
investing profits for energy development."

Scheer: "But the oil companies have expanded to other energy
sources. Just what is wrong with an efficient oil company pur-
chasing an inefficient and losing coal company and increasing
production?"

Kennedy: "Well, the fact is that the acquisitions by the major
oil companies of major coal companies have involved coal compan-
ies that had superior management and were the most successful.
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The major oil companies are not picking up weak coal companies with poor management and antiquated technology. It is quite the contrary. The track record in terms of the expansion of coal production is virtually nonexistent. I don’t think the oil companies have brought new technology to coal production. They are buying them now to protect themselves and their profits, to prevent competition of coal with oil. The Europeans are far ahead of us in coal technology, drilling and management."

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY HELPS THE OIL COMPANIES!

Scheer: "Do you feel the Department of Energy under Secretary James Schlesinger has been sufficiently vigilant in monitoring the activities of the big oil companies, particularly now, with the recent increases in oil prices?"

Kennedy: "I think the Department of Energy has failed the American people. Their administrative regulations mean that the oil companies get higher profits if they succeed in driving their costs higher. That’s one reason gasoline prices are going up."

We must remember that the multi-billion dollar Department of Energy was set up by former President Nixon, a notorious agent for MIRO, and Schlesinger was one of his favorite cabinet officers. According to figures given in the business section of the LA "Times" the production of coal in the United States is actually declining, another example of the power of the major oil companies.

President Carter revealed whose side he was on in replacing Schlesinger with Charles W. Duncan, Jr., a former head of the Coca Cola Company, multimillionaire Texan and friend of Carter from his Georgia governor days. This assures that there will be a continuation of major-oil-company-favoring-policy in the DOE.

"I think it will be precisely the same game with different players," said Schlesinger to reporters with obvious satisfaction after being fired by Carter. He praised Duncan as a "splendid" choice to succeed him at Department of Energy.

"It doesn’t make any sense," continued Kennedy to Scheer. "It happens because of the power of the oil companies. If you were able to rebate excess profits to those who have been most harmed by the price increase in gasoline, then you’d have a system that the American people, I think, would understand and tolerate and be prepared to support. But the oil companies have the necessary votes to block any such tax rebate measures. So, the system continues to provide record profits for the oil companies and great suffering for millions of people, because of the rising cost of energy."

Scheer: "Do you feel we are putting too much emphasis on nuclear energy? Is that a dangerous way to go?"
Kennedy: "I think nuclear power is the least desirable source of energy. I wouldn't support a moratorium on it, but I do think the regulatory agency, the NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) and our Department of Energy, have not been sensitive enough to a number of safety issues that have been raised. About one-third of our electrical energy in New England is produced by nuclear power. I don't think it is going to increase any more. I think we have probably reached the limit in terms of nuclear power. The accident at Three Mile Island raises serious questions about the future of nuclear power."

OUR LOUSY "GOOD NEIGHBOR" POLICY

Scheer: "Are you critical of the Carter Administration's energy policy toward Mexico?"

Kennedy: "There has been a failure of American energy policy to respond in a positive and constructive way to initiatives by the Mexican government -- initiatives which were clearly in the interests of both the Mexican people and the American people. I think those mutual interests of the American and Mexican people were treated very shabbily by Mr. Schlesinger in the negotiations."

According to an article in the LA "Times", when Schlesinger received the Mexican oil officials in his office in Washington, his feet were propped up on his desk and he was casually smoking his pipe -- an insult calculated to alienate the Mexican officials and keep Mexican oil and gas out of the American market. It did work very well.

Scheer: "What should he have done differently?"

Kennedy: "I think we could have entered into serious negotiations for access to Mexican oil and gas as part of a continuing ongoing relationship. . . . Other countries are working out negotiations with Mexico which meet their particular national interests. And I am convinced that with good faith negotiations the United States could have worked out agreements with Mexico that would have been clearly consistent with our interests."

Scheer: "Why wasn't it pursued?"

Kennedy: "Talk to Mr. Schlesinger. He says that he didn't want to involve himself in negotiations while Congress was debating."

Scheer: "But do you think it reveals a flaw in the energy policy?"

Kennedy: "Yes. Yes."

Scheer: "Was it basically a push for higher prices?"

Kennedy: "It's both price and product. Mexico opened the door and we closed it without any kind of negotiation."

Scheer: "What do you feel this is a result of?"

Kennedy: "It is a result of our shortsightedness in our rela-
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tionship with Mexico. There has been a shortsightedness with Canada as well. To a significant degree, the policy of the Department of Energy is to protect the domestic oil industry here in the United States, even if it means astronomical prices to American consumers. The same applies to natural gas. They set natural gas prices high enough to justify building the Alaska pipeline (to bring natural gas down across Canada). The pipeline is going to cost $12 billion."

Scheer: "You are saying the pipeline is a boondoggle?"

Kennedy: "I dont think it is economical. What we are going to find is that federal guarantees will be required to ensure its completion. . . ."

In other words the American taxpayer will foot the bill, again -- while Mexico, at its own expense, has already completed a natural gas pipeline to the Texas border! This could easily be tied in to existing natural gas distributing lines here in the United States. We noticed that President Carter, in his famous -- or infamous -- Sunday energy sermon carefully avoided any reference to Canada or Mexico as alternate sources of oil and gas -- desirable alternatives to OPEC oil from Arabian nations who hate us. Instead he advocated a domestic program for converting coal and oil-bearing shale into gasoline at astronomical cost -- close to the $200 billion thrown away in the 10-year war in Vietnam. Tighten your belts, more inflation! More economic chaos as the Lords of Materialism have their way, for the time being; but Seventh Ray Aquarian Age influence will eventually prevail.

A DEFINITE POINT OF CRISIS HAS BEEN REACHED

The Master DK saw this all too clearly back in 1949, when he was writing "The Destiny of the Nations" through his disciple, Alice A. Bailey: "At this time the whole world is embroiled in the chaos and the turmoil incident upon the clashing of the forces of the Sixth and Seventh Rays. As one Ray passes out and another comes into manifestation and their impact upon the earth and upon all the forms in all the kingdoms of nature has reached the point where the two influences are equalised, then a definite point of crisis has been reached.

"This is what has occurred today, and humanity, subjected to two types or forms of energy, is thrown 'off centre' and hence the intense difficulty and tension of the present world period. . . . You have a meeting of many conflicting forces and the world Arjuna is faced with a stupendous battle -- one that is recurrent and cyclic but which will, in this particular era, prove a decisive and determining factor in the age old conflict between material domination and spiritual control. The forces playing upon the planet at this time are of supreme importance. . . ."
A well known British writer, Barbara Ward, states that "the greatest periods of human history are periods of moral excellence than periods of military grandeur". One example of this is the 3rd Century B.C. rule in India of the Emperor Asoka, who gave up warfare after many victories. Asoka deeply respected and put into practice the moral and ethical teachings of the Buddha and thereby founded a just and moral society. He established many stone edicts throughout India proclaiming these values, 64 of which stand to this day.

The Buddha preached spiritual and social morality. He called on man to serve others cheerfully, to love all creatures and to abstain from sin. His path is both intellectual and spiritual and can be achieved by self-discipline, plain and living and noble thinking. The Buddha stood for human justice.

The Buddha set out the duties of parents to children, children to parents, pupil to teacher, teacher to pupil, wife to husband and husband to wife, in the Sigalovada-Sutta (the layman's code of discipline). In his comments on the Sigalovada-Sutta the world famous British scholar Professor Rhys Davids, Chairman of the Department of Comparative Religions, Manchester University, says, "Happy would have been the village or the clan on the banks of the Ganges, when the people were full of kindly spirit of fellow feelings, the noble spirit of justice, which breathes through these naive and simple sayings." He adds, "Not less happy would be the village on the banks of the Thames today, of which this could be said." (Or the oil "village" on the banks of the Trinity river in Texas! RHC.)

He continues: "The Buddha's doctrine of love and goodwill between man and man is here set forth in domestic and social ethics with more comprehensive details than elsewhere. ... And truly we may say even now of this Vinaya or code of discipline, so fundamental are the human interests involved, so sane and wide is the wisdom that envisages them that the utterances are as fresh and practically as binding today as they were then at Rajagaha (India)."
The Mahamangala Sutta is a comprehensive summary of Buddhist ethics in which family life is greatly stressed (As against the cloistered life of monks and nuns. RHC).

Three verses from this Sutta are quoted below. The English translation from Pali is the work of Dr. R.L. Soni of Burma:

"With the fools no company keeping,
With the wise ever consorting,
To the worthy homage metting;
This, the Highest Blessing.

Mother, father aptly serving,
Children, wife duly cherishing,
Life's business coolly attending;
This, the Highest Blessing.

Act of charity, righteous life,
From all alarms the kin protecting,
Blameless pursuits fully rife:
This, the Highest Blessing."

These verses illustrate why the problems of old age are not so acute in Buddhist lands, as parents are usually looked after in their old age by their children.

Illicit traffic in women and slavery were not common in Buddhist lands.

The Buddha abhorred the caste system which was becoming rigidly established in India at that time. He welcomed to the Sangha people of high and low caste and admitted into his order Sunita the outcast, Sati the son of a fisherman, Nanda a cowherd, Ambapali a courtesan, and Punna and Punnika who were slave girls.

The story of the ordination of Upali the barber is an outstanding example of how the Buddha tried to abolish the caste system. Six Sakyan princes closely related to the Buddha came to seek admission to the Sangha, followed by Upali who also asked for ordination. This was arranged so as to give Upali the place of seniority in the Order. The princes, who also became monks, had to pay homage to Upali, who later became the highest authority on monastic discipline.

Some members of the nobility were upset by these actions of the Buddha and one of them challenged the Buddha to define a nobleman. It was then that He declared:

"No man is noble by birth,
No man is ignoble by birth,
Man is noble by his own deeds,
Man is ignoble by his own deeds."

(Suttanipata, Vasalasutta)
Another example of the non-recognition of a person's caste is the story of the girl at the well. Ananda, the favourite disciple of the Buddha, had been sent by the Buddha on a mission. He was passing by a well near a village and, on seeing Pakati, a girl of low caste, he asked for water to drink. The girl hesitated, saying: "O nobleman, I am too humble and mean to give you water, as I am of the Matanga caste." The Venerable Ananda replied: "Sister, I ask not for caste but for water." The girl's heart leapt with joy and she gave him a drink.

There was almost no caste system in Buddhist India from the 3rd Century B.C. until about the 10th Century A.D. when Brahmanism replaced Buddhism with the result that the rich became idle and uncreative, and the Indian civilization rapidly declined.

**THE INDIAN ABOLITION MOVEMENT OF 900 B.C.**

William Wilberforce (U.K.) and Abraham Lincoln (U.S.A.) were the modern day pioneers of the abolition of slavery which, according to United Nations reports, is still practised in the Middle East. In his time the Buddha was strongly opposed to slavery and laid down the foundations of the anti-slavery movement by setting out conditions of employment. Domestic or other servants were to be given equal rights and considerations as the employer's own family and were on special occasions permitted to share in any treats.

In the practice of Buddhism, knowledge and wisdom are stressed. During the reign of Asoka educational institutions sprang up in every temple in the land. Thus every Buddhist temple became a veritable centre of learning, some of which, from the 2nd Century A.D., became world-famous universities.

The Buddhist civilizations of India, Burma and Sri Lanka were the first in the history of mankind to have university education. Admittance was based on competence and not on wealth, race or creed. Students from Afghanistan to China resided in these centres of learning. The universities flourished up to about the 13th Century A.D. when they were totally destroyed by the invading Mogul armies from the north.

H.G. Wells, in his "Outline of World History", states that both India and Ceylon had hospitals for man and beast as early as the 3rd Century B.C. The Emperor Asoka was the first to establish hospitals in India and he encouraged the cultivation of medical herbs. No wonder Wells calls Asoka almost the noblest king in the history of mankind.

The Buddha was the inspiration for the establishment of the first known hospitals. It is said that there was once an
old Bhikku of a surly disposition who was afflicted with a loathsome disease, the sight and smell of which was so nauseating that no one could go near him. During his stay at the Vihara where this unfortunate man lived the Buddha treated him daily, saying, "Whoever nurses the sick will be serving me."

THE NOBLE EIGHT-FOLD PATH

The Buddha believed in religious freedom, and preached the gospel of tolerance, compassion, loving kindness and non-violence. He taught man not to despise other religions and not to belittle them. Asoka, in his day, practised the golden principle of tolerance. Buddhism flourished under his patronage. One of his edicts says: "All religions deserve reverence for some reason or other. By thus acting a man exalts his own religion and at the same time does service to the religion of other people."

The Buddha sounded the clarion call of human liberty. He said, "Take ye refuge in yourself and be your own Light. With earnestness and high resolve work out your own salvation." He further declared that one should not accept His teachings unless one found them to be in accord with one's personal reasoning, according to the Kalama-Sutta.

To summarize, the Buddha, for the first time in the history of India and perhaps the whole world, proclaimed equality between man and man (what about woman?) and stressed good family life. He stressed security of man in his old age and when sick, besides the right to an education, and the rights of children. The right to work is embodied in the Buddha's Eightfold Noble Path, where He enjoins men to select the right (noble and useful) livelihood, thereby prohibiting the practice of slavery and white slavery, that is, prohibiting the exploitation of men or women for financial gain. The Buddha also taught man to be independent, and preached human liberty, religious tolerance and freedom of speech. He preferred the representative form of government to the autocratic rule which was common in his day.

When high morality was the basis of society, nations prospered, and when these values were ignored, the Buddhist civilizations declined. If man is to survive, he must apply once again these old principles which are as important now as they were in the days of the Buddha and Asoka.

*   *   *

Dr. Kirthisinghe's address is Strycker's Bay Apts., Box 7-E, 689 Columbus Ave. at 33rd St., New York, NY 10026, for those of you who might want to get in touch with him. He has promised us an article on COL Henry S. Olcott, co-founder of Theosophy, who did so much to revitalize Buddhism in India, Sri Lanka and Japan.
"Whatever happened to Archie Blue, the 74-year-old Christchurch inventor who made headlines in Britain more than a year ago with his car that runs on water?

"He lives alone in Spreydon in a small weatherboard house surrounded by the lank growth of an untended garden and lawn.

"Blue is waiting (the "Herald" of Dec. 2, 1978) Any time now, he says, will come the call from his Guernsey-based syndicate saying world patent rights have been granted and his presence is required for the demonstrations that must preceded a sale.

"Archie's car burns a mixture of hydrogen gas and oxygen, instead of petrol. (the British euphemism for gasoline) The Daily Mail in Britain last year published a full-page article by its motoring writer, Michael Kemp, and photographs of a test drive on Guernsey, in the Channel Islands.

"The test was watched by a Royal Automobile Club officer. The water car, a Leyland Mini, was driven in normal traffic on the narrow, winding roads of Guernsey at up to 35 miles an hour.

"I saw for myself it
does work,' wrote Kemp, who noted the engine was lively and powerful. 'I accelerated normally and travelled about five miles with nothing but water in the tank -- until a pump burned out.'

"Blue says making hydrogen gas from water is about 100 years old, but nobody has so far been able to make it in sufficient quantities. 'My process produces the hydrogen and oxygen from water on a continuing basis while the car is moving.'

PATIENTLY WAITING, WAITING, WAITING, WAITING

"For the past year Blue has been back in Christchurch, patiently waiting while the world patents are granted, country by country, thus clearing the way for sale of the water car. All over Blue's house are dozens of painted clay figures which he casts, paints and sells. It is not quite the expected setting for a man sitting on a project that could solve the world's energy problem -- at least for road transport.

"But Blue's mechanical ingenuity is practised in a well equipped backyard garage workshop. And he claims his gas-making device could be used for cooking, heating and for powering boats.

"Patents have been granted in most manufacturing countries, according to Blue. Only the Japanese refuse to approve a patent application because under their laws, prior publicity has made it unacceptable. (Prior publicity, such as these newspaper articles in British papers, could also serve to block approval of patent rights here in the United States.)

"As soon as patents in France and Germany come through I will take off for Guernsey, where my backers live, and we will sell the device to the highest bidder,' says Blue. British Petroleum, Arab interests and a Swedish vehicle manufacturing company has expressed interest, Volvo.

"The invention involves breaking down water into its two basic gases by hydrolysis -- passing an electric current through the water from the battery. A pump forces a mixture of oxygen, hydrogen and air into the engine in place of the normal petrol and air mixture. Scientists in England have been sceptical, saying it is impossible to make a car run 100 miles on a gallon of water. 'I have done it,' replies Blue simply.

"His secret is knowing how much water to have in a steel bottle and how to prepare the plates in the bottle through which current is passed to generate hydrogen and oxygen. He says an ordinary 12-volt battery will power the device, although its charging rate needs to be advanced slightly.

"'At least I have done it without having anyone or anything blow up. I am told the Ford Motor Company has spent years experimenting with hydrogen gas -- but it cost them about $100 million and they blew up 38 cars in the process.'
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"He estimates it will about 10 years before a commercial version of the water engine is ready for domestic use. . . He stresses, however, that neither he nor his backers, all of whom are over 70 years old (Guernsey) want to be involved in further development. . .

"Blue is well aware his invention may never take to the roads -- at least not in his lifetime. 'It all depends on the Arabs; they could buy the device and hold on to it until the oil runs out. They could then ransom the rest of the world with it. It has to come eventually. Oil and other energy forms such as methanol from trees will eventually run out.'"

If Archie Blue is so sure his invention will be bought up by petroleum interests and kept off the market, why bother to make it? But his is the attitude of a typical Piscean Age inventor who claims to be motivated by love of mankind; but who is really out for money; and when that is forthcoming, couldn't care less what happens to the child of his mind and workshop.

This is what the Masters are up against when They, and their disciples on the Inner Planes, Steinmetz, Tesla, Edison, etc. try to bring through new mechanical ideas for the benefit of mankind -- and succeed! Only to see the perfected mechanisms bought up by the Lords of Materialism who control the marketplace and quietly put away on the back shelf. And back of these soul-less human monsters who run the giant corporations are soul-less Moon Gods, lunar pitris D.K. calls them, who hate mankind, and at the same time envy us because we do have souls. We can see the battle lines of Armageddon more clearly drawn as the fight for control of energy sharpens, and the creations of the Archie Blues are suppressed. This leaves the enterprising motorists no choice but to bootleg fuel-saving devices for his car even though there is danger in it.

THE DARK BROTHERHOOD

The Master D.K., writing "Letters On Occult Meditation" to Alice Bailey warned her of the constant patrolling of physical plane activity by the Satan-Molochs of the Lower Astral Plane, and of the punitive actions of their physical plane agents against mankind: "Today I seek to speak to you on the powers of the dark brotherhood. Certain laws that govern their actions, certain methods employed by them in work need to be realised and certain methods of protection apprehended and utilised. As before, I have told you the danger is as yet inappreciable (1920) to the majority, but more and more as time elapses shall we find it necessary to teach you, the physical plane workers, how to shield and guard yourselves from attack.

"The dark brothers are -- remember this always -- brothers, erring and misguided yet still sons of the one Father though
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straying far, very far, into the land of the distances. The way back for them will be long, but the mercy of evolution inevitably forces them back along the path of return in cycles far ahead.

HOW TO MAKE IT ON THE LEFT HAND PATH

"Anyone who overexalts the concrete mind and permits it to continuously shut out the higher, is in danger of straying on the Left Hand Path. Many so stray (especially the business buccaneers who manage the giant corporations) but come back, and then in the future avoid like errors in the same way as a child once burnt avoids the fire. It is the man who persists in spite of warning and of pain who eventually becomes a brother of the darkness.

"Mightily fights the Ego (the Higher Self, Tiphareth of the Tree of Life) at first to prevent the personality so developing, but the deficiencies of the causal body, for forget not that our vices are but our virtues misused, result in a lop-sided causal body, over-developed in some direction and full of great gulfs and gaps where virtues should be.

"The dark brother recognises no unity with his species, only seeing in them people to be exploited for the furtherance of his own ends. That then, on a small scale, is the mark of those who are being used by them wittingly or unwittingly (Wall Street financiers for instance, and the heads of military and civilian intelligence agencies). They respect no person, they regard all men as fair prey, they use everyone to get their own way enforced, and by fair means or foul they seek to break down all opposition and for personal self acquire that which they desire.

"The dark brother considers not what suffering he may cause; he cares not what agony of mind he brings upon an opponent; he persists in his intention and desists not from the hurt of any man, woman or child, provided that in the process his own ends are furthered. Expect absolutely no mercy from those opposing the Brotherhood of Light.

"On the physical plane and on the emotional plane, the dark brother has more power than the Brother of the Light -- not more power per se but more apparent power, because the White Brothers choose not to exert Their power on those two planes as do the dark brothers. They could exert Their authority but choose to refrain, working with the powers of evolution and not of invocation..."

"DON'T ENVY THE WEALTHY!"

In the newly printed "Closed Class No. 13, with the Yada di Shi'ite" ($2.50), the Yada gets into this aspect of human development in talking about the student of the Mysteries having clear
goals. "What do you want?" he asks again and again, and reminds them, "If you do not keep your mind on that you will not get it! "

"The people that have great wealth -- because their minds are constantly on it. This what makes them in due course pay, very often a dreadful price. So you should not envy them. The dreadful price is often sickness of the body or of the mind. The mind breaks under it." (Remember the last years of 'billionaire Howard Hughes?)

"Is this because the higher forces of the body are blocked out?" asked a member of the class.

"This is right," replied the Yada. "Their whole consciousness was on material things, so the mental things, the spiritual things never got through. This blocking of the higher, more valuable things poisons the body. I do not mean that to have wealth is evil, is wrong; I say only there is a price. That's the price. Are you willing to pay the price...?"

THE GREAT CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY OF THE 1950s

Back in the early 1950s, when certain American, British and Dutch petroleum companies decided to exploit cheap Arabian oil, the Dark Brothers saw this as a splendid opportunity to constantly pollute the air of the major cities with raw gasoline, an elemental substance from the interior of the earth. Breathing these low, heavy vibrations would cause the city dwellers to lose sight of higher, more noble goals, and keep their minds and emotions on the lower passions, thus more susceptible to control.

The petroleum Lords of Materialism were guided by their Satan-Moloch counterparts and greed for money to use their political connections to eliminate the electric street railways from American cities and replace them with air-polluting, gasoline and diesel powered buses. Detroit, of course, was an enthusiastic co-conspirator as the word went out to the mayors and councilmen, backed up by generous campaign contributions: "Modernize? your public carrier systems."

So the big yellow streetcars of my childhood days in Minneapolis-St. Paul are gone. The non-polluting trackless trolleys of the Honolulu, Hawaii of my World War II days are gone; and when Mrs. Crabb and I came to the mainland in 1957, the great red cars of the vast Pacific Electric system here in Southern California were in the process of being dismantled. Over one thousand miles of track were abandoned. The chief beneficiary of the abandoned right-of-way was the Southern Pacific Railroad, one of the larger and more profitable enterprises of the Church here in the State. Now, a generation later, the taxpayers are being asked to spend billions to replace the reliable old non-polluting electrical systems. The power of the Dark Brotherhood is apparent, all right!
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THE DESTRUCTION OF THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS
(By One of the Dark Brothers)
Jane Fonda's Statement of Her Settlement With the Federal Bureau of Investigation

In the fall of 1973 (columnist) Jack Anderson published a portion of my FBI file, obtained from an anonymous source, which indicated that the agency had harassed me and had maintained a detailed surveillance of my personal and political activities.

This conduct I felt was destructive of the democratic process and was utterly inconsistent with the principles of a free society.

As a result, the American Civil Liberties Union filed a suit on my behalf and against the top officials in the Nixon administration, the FBI, the Internal Revenue Service, the City National Bank of Los Angeles and the Morgan Guarantee Trust Company.

We sought, essentially, three objectives in initiating the suit:
1) to compel the various agencies to admit that a campaign of harassment and intimidation had been undertaken against me because of my political views and activities.
2) To compel an acknowledgment that this campaign and the tactics employed were wrong and improper.
3) To force the government to cease and desist from these practices and agree not to employ them against me and others who are similarly active.

In the almost six years since the start of the case the FBI has acknowledged the following:
1) From June 6, 1970 to February 25, 1975 a period of over 4½ years, the FBI had my personal and political activities under surveillance.
2) The FBI seized, copied and disseminated my entire address book, sent it to other agencies of the government and carried out follow-up investigations of various persons who were friends and social acquaintances including the late, internationally known sculptor Alexander Calder.
3) They seized without subpoena or judicial process my bank records from City National Bank of Los Angeles and the Morgan Guarantee Trust Co. in New York, by sending an agent to the banks to personally review my monthly statements. (Do you suppose old J.P. Morgan is now a Dark Brother, a Satan Moloch, now guiding the evil manipulations of his financial empire from the Lower Astral Plane?) The banks, astonishingly enough, turned over my records to the FBI agents simply on the latter's assurance that they needed to see them as part of a "domestic security investigation". This practice continued over the years and notes were taken on every organization and activity that I supported.

4) They acknowledged making pretext phone calls and visits to my home and place of business in order to become aware of my activities and those of my family. These calls and visits were even made to a preschool in Berkeley where my young daughter was enrolled and a female undercover agent, under the guise of a journalist, was sent to my house to discover the exact date I was to give birth to my second child.

(D.K., "They respect no person, they regard all men -- and women! -- as fair prey.")

In this litigation we obtained proof that the Los Angeles FBI office, with the approval of J. Edgar Hoover, sent a letter to columnist Army Archerd falsely claiming I had attended a rally for the purpose of raising funds to buy guns for the Black Panther Party and using violent and obscene language. "It is felt that knowledge of Fonda's involvement would cause her embarrassment and detract from her status with the general public."

(Character assassination was used with considerable skill by America's really great Master of Deceit, J. Edgar Hoover, who until the time of his fatal showdown with Nixon, was one of the false Christ's most effective physical plane agents in the U.S.)

This is an example of the techniques used in the COINTELPRO program established by the Nixon administration and used against opponents of his policies. (Expect absolutely no mercy, etc.)

In addition, the Central Intelligence Agency has acknowledged opening my mail. This was the first public acknowledgement by the CIA of conducting a mail opening campaign within the United States against an American citizen.

In addition to these acknowledgements it was also revealed that the State Department, Internal Revenue Service, Treasury Department and the White House maintained files on my activities.

In the five-and-a-half years since the case was initiated, events have transpired which have affected the need to continue. These include the Watergate revelations, the findings of the
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Rockefeller Commission and Church committee on intelligence activities, the new Guidelines for Domestic Security Investigations developed by the Department of Justice which now preclude both the investigation and techniques used against me, the 1978 Congressional enactment of the right to Financial Privacy Law, which prohibits the seizure of bank records, and in a recent decision the Supreme Court voiced concern that domestic security investigations pose a threat to the constitutional rights of political dissenters.

THE FBI UNDER HOOVER, THE ENEMY OF DEMOCRACY

In the light of this the American Civil Liberties Union and I felt that the principle purpose of this lawsuit was being achieved and we accepted a settlement which provides an acknowledgment by the FBI that under the new guidelines both the investigation and the techniques employed against me should not have been undertaken in 1970, that the FBI will not violate those guidelines against me in the future, that the FBI will not employ counter-intelligence techniques against me designed to limit my rights to political activity or injure me professionally or personally, that they will not violate my financial privacy and will not conduct electronic surveillance against me in violation of the Supreme Court decision if 1977.

Very important, in my opinion, is that the settlement includes a Statement of Intent which provides that the FBI will not violate the Guidelines, the Financial Privacy Act, the Supreme Court decision of electronic surveillance, or engage in practices that would infringe on the constitutional rights of any American citizen.

Whether this promise is fulfilled depends on the constant vigilance of alert citizenry -- aided, in the future as in the past, by the ACLU.

* * *

When President Nixon ordered Ms. Fonda's arrest on trumped up charges of importing drugs into the United States from Canada, and she was actually arrested at the border in Detroit, Michigan, her world came crashing down around her. She thought her life and career were ended. She had been publicly branded a criminal by the United States Government. No Hollywood producer would ever again consider her for a movie or TV role, and this was just what the Brothers of the Shadow guiding Nixon wanted. No one, but no one, should be allowed to stand in the way of the continuing war in Vietnam. If Jane Fonda wanted to lay her life and her career on the line for her principles, and the principles of the Brotherhood of the Light, so be it; let martyrdom be her lot!

But the White Brotherhood needs physical plane agents, too!
Besides, ingratitude is not in the makeup of the Masters. Quite the opposite for anyone who had the courage to take a public stand against the Vietnam war mania here in the Unites States; so the silly case against Jane Fonda was thrown out of court. Hoover is dead and unmourned. Nixon resigned his office in disgrace, and Jane Fonda is now the hottest property in Hollywood, with producers and directors offering script after script hoping she will favor their proposed productions with her acting talent.

Of course the Crypto-Nazis in our government and national life will continue to declare her a traitor -- just as they continue to offer fanatical support to self-confessed crook Nixon; but it wouldn't be surprising if Jane Fonda makes a larger place for herself in the nation's history than just as a Hollywood actress.

A MARTYRED 19th CENTURY SCIENTIST

Another good example of the gratitude of the Masters for physical plane agents with strength of character -- and, by the way, that's the goal of evolution for human beings: Strength of Character -- is the British scientist, Sir William Crookes.

A little over a hundred years ago, when he was just ordinary William Crookes, he set out to prove, once and for all that psychic phenomena were individual or mass hallucination, and the British press lauded his proposed research program. The Masters of the White Brotherood saw to it that a genuine materializing medium was brought to Crookes' attention so he could observe and record a full range of psychic phenomena. Her name was Florie Cook. Crookes took her into his household as a maid. In this way he could more fully control seance conditions and more closely observe the phenomena for a period of time which stretched out to almost three years, into the early 1870s.

Finally, he was ready to present his evidence and data to fellow scientists of the British Royal Society, the most prestigious scientific body in the world at that time. He was refused! His peers in science were most unscientific. They absolutely would not allow him to present his findings, or his conclusions. The Dark Brothers do their work well. Then came the character assassination. A storm of abuse and ridicule was aroused against Crookes in the British press. Some gutter journalists went so far as to accuse of Crookes of having taken Florie Cook into his home in order to have an affair with her. He had to give up psychic research and return to his first love, physics.

But Crookes had laid his career on the line in the search for Truth. That selfless dedication brought its reward in the form of outstanding discoveries which later made him world famous, and eventually he became president of the Royal Society itself!
RADIONICS, A TACTICAL WEAPON FOR MILITARY USE

In the early 1900s the son of immigrant Swedes in Salt Lake City, Utah went back to the Old Country to study. His name, T. Henry Moray and he was a natural scientist. While in Sweden he discovered a rare earth which excited him with the possibilities of its use in electro-magnetic circuitry. Back home he began the research which eventuated in the perfection of the solid-state device we now call the transistor.

By the 1920s Moray had incorporated this Swedish earth into a complicated electronic circuit which was self-energizing! He was tapping the Zero-Point Vacuum of space -- which isn't a vacuum but rather a mass of free-flowing energy waiting to be used by anyone who has the know-how. He was willing to demonstrate his device to anyone who would take the time to watch and listen, as he explained how he was powering electric lights, flat irons, electric fans and the early radios.

Among those who were interested were pinkos from the Rural Electric Administration from Washington, and, according to Tom Bearden, a Soviet Army officer in civvies. When Moray was rejected by his own people in Utah the pinkos urged him to go to Russia where his marvelous invention "would be put to the service of the people". Moray didn't go, but Bearden believes complete details of the free-energy device did go to Russia and were available to Russian physicists when Stalin and later Khruschev demanded a radically new type of weaponry, one far superior to atomic weapons.

Bearden mentions Moray's work "to show that the Soviets clandestinely obtained the major secret of psychotronic detection and amplification by 1940. In modern physics terminology in one sense they obtained the secret of how to directly amplify virtual state into observable state. In another sense they learned the secret of how to directly tap zero-point energy or pure vacuum.

"Validation of zero-point energy has of course long since been accomplished. Quantum physics predicts it, and the Soviets have reported its direct measurement. References can be furnished if necessary. The well-known Lamb Shift, e.g., is a physical effect due to zero-point energy, and it demonstrates that vacuum..."
energy can physically be tapped to yield observable results."

THE METAPHYSICAL EDUCATION OF WILLIAM CROOKES

Yup, it sure can! The materializing medium, Daniel Dougls Home, demonstrated Zero-Point Vacuum energy to the sceptical Crookes one night in London. Home reached into the coal fire on the grate and picked up a red hot coal. He cupped the burning coal in his hands and blew on it, into white heat -- with Crookes and his fellow scientists closely observing -- then returned the coal to the grate. Home's hands were not burned. They weren't even hot!

In another observable demonstration of Zero-Point Vacuum, in a third floor apartment, Home went into deep trance. His rigid body was lifted to the horizontal by invisible forces. A pair of French windows flew open, out onto the busy street three floors below. Home's body moved through the window out over the street, to the astonishment of the scientists. Another pair of French windows on the same wall of the room were opened by invisible hands from the vacuum of space. Home's body came floating rigidly back through those windows into the room.

Your Editor's education in the power and presence of what physicist Bearden calls Hyper-fields began in Minneapolis 40 years ago, when we had a materializing medium living in our house. We had psychic phenomena frequently, day and night, for seven years. Such mediums leave usable hyperfield material around wherever they live. One interesting example occurred while we were all away from home and the place locked up. When we returned the table had been set by ghostly hands, in a style never used in our family. Plates and cups were set face down on the table. A paper napkin by each plate had been rolled into a perfect circle. The silverware, instead of being by the plates, was bunched into a water tumbler, handles down, on the middle of the table.

More dramatic and useful was psychic surgery performed on me. I was a trucker at Minneapolis-Honeywell at the time and had ruptured myself pushing an over-loaded hand truck. Work was impossible because of the angry red swelling and pain. I was told that the injury would be repaired during my sleep that night. It was. The next morning the pain, redness and swelling were gone and I went to work. A mental hyperfield had been superimposed on the electromagnetic field of the injury.

"From my own work," writes Bearden, "the point to be made here is that there exist more fundamental component fields than electromagnetic fields, and these 'hyperfields' produce electromagnetic field itself. These hyperfields can also just as easily extinguish electromagnetic fields or virtual photons" -- IF one knows how to amplify the hyperfield! The result could be the dematerialization of a physical object, such as a cancer tumor.
Bearden writes that the effects of a hyperfield can be seen "by taping a bar magnet to a color TV tube and photographing the pattern. The electron beam differentiates the magnetic field with respect to length and time. Differentiating Maxwell's equations twice should thus yield the fourth order equations of the hyperfields."

DESTRUCTION OF THE "THRESHER"

A more practical and deadly effect of hyperfield amplification was the total destruction of the U.S. submarine "Thresher" and its crew in the Atlantic deep, according to COL Bearden: "When Kennedy called Khrushchev's bluff, he had to back down in the Cuban Missile Crisis. This was a dangerous and critical loss of face among Party leaders.

"Khrushchev desperately needed to recover lost stature and 'face'. Accordingly, when his new Psychotronic weapons were deployed in April 1963, I am convinced that he staged an immediate and spectacular display to recoup. I.e., he killed the U.S. nuclear submarine Thresher, psychotronically from the Soviet Union -- simply from its photograph, which can easily be done if one has hyperspatial amplifiers.

"For the basic theory of the hyperspatial amplifier, see Thomas E. Bearden, *The One Human Problem, Its Solution, and Its Relation to UFO Phenomena,* Appendix I, 'The Holographic Hyperchannel Effect,' January 3, 1977, DDC. The sub could be killed if running deep (shielded against visible light), but probably not on the surface. The characteristics of such a kill would be: (1) the sub would have suddenly ceased responding to its controls, although the controls were working normally, (2), the sub's hull would suddenly have split and crushed. That appears to be the way the Thresher died, in that sequence. . .

"PT weapons, however, have a very serious shortcoming: they depend for their operation on a great many coherent stages -- say 100 -- which must be operating in a very stable (isotropic) hyperspatial flux. Every so often this flux becomes turbulent (novas exploding, astronomical effects, whatever) and all PT weapons suddenly cease working. The inability to operate lasts as long as the flux turbulence lasts, 15 minutes up to three days. . . PT weapons have a totally different failure mode, all or nothing. . . "

(Thomas E. Bearden, PO Box 1182, Huntsville, Alabama 35801)
HYPERSPatial flux in 1933

The pendulum is a simple hyperspace detector and amplifier. It, too, is affected by turbulence in the surrounding ethers, as would be a Radionic diagnostic and treatment instrument. Here's a good example from Abbe Mermet's "Principles and Practice of Radiesthesia":

"For those who are feeling sceptical about these radiesthetic phenomena capable of disturbing and even preventing any kind of work, I will mention a case in which I was both a witness and a victim. On 4th March 1933 I was called to make a prospection in the small town of Penthalaz, near Lausanne (Switzerland) with a view to increasing the water supply. Accompanied by a pupil, I arrived on location at 1:30 p.m. We began work right away.

"All was going well when suddenly the pendulum stopped and refused to function. I said that it must be due to fading and advised waiting for awhile but at 5 p.m. we were still waiting for the end of the fading. In spite of all our efforts, and surveying the site at different points, sometimes with the rod and sometimes with the pendulum, we failed to detect anything at all. The pendulum remained motionless for three hours both in the hands of my companion and in my own. As this happened in the presence of the local council and the schoolmaster who had brought his pupils to witness a demonstration of our radiesthetic powers, our embarrassment may well be imagined.

"When it was time to leave I said to my audience: 'There is something very serious happening in the atmosphere today. It may be an earthquake or a volcanic eruption but I do not know for certain.' The next day I had a phone call from Penthalaz: 'Have you seen the papers this morning? You were right yesterday.' And that morning the papers gave a full account of the terrible tidal-wave catastrophe in Japan.

"It is also worth noting that as soon as I arrived home I tried to do my prospection on a plan with the same negative results. It was only at 6:40 p.m. that suddenly the radiations reappeared and the pendulum began to move again."

Hyperspatial Amplification in 1979

Of all proofs of the power of what the physicists call Zero-Point Vacuum, the Fire Walk is one of the most dramatic; and we have an Associate who performs this feat of occult science regularly for public audiences here in the United States and elsewhere. It seems likely that he developed this talent as a Polynesian Kahuna in the Pacific in a past life, or in one of the Pagan re-
ligions of the Orient where the Walk is one of the regular practices of the priesthood. Associate Craig's stage name is Komar. In addition to the Fire Walk, pictured below, he performs other feats of Faqueerism, having a huge stone smashed with sledgehammers, for instance, while his back is pressed on a bed of spikes.

If you are interested in occult power we have a few copies of Charles Kenn's little 1949 book, "Fire Walking From the Inside", published originally by the late Franklin Thomas of Glendale.

Kenn, a hapa-haole (half white) was fortunate to make friends with a Tahitian chief, Tu-nui Arii-peu, when the latter flew up to Honolulu in late 1948 to have some expensive dental work done. Someone, perhaps a member of the local Tahitian Civic Club, suggested that the Chief, an initiate Fire Walker, put on some demonstrations in the stadium of the University of Hawaii and charge a modest fee.

In all, four demonstrations were given, and 567 people made the Walk. Of those, perhaps 20 or more experienced burns of some kind on the bottoms of their feet. Usually it seemed to be because someone spoke to them, or there was other distracting noise outside the pit. This changed the focus and broke the spell.

The temperature of the pit before the first walk was 920° Centigrade. The average heat of the surface stones during the walk was 610°. 167 people made the Walk. A steak thrown on a stone after the walk was browned, both sides, in six seconds.

WALKS ON HOT COALS—Vernon Craig of Wooster, Ohio, steps along a 25-foot-long bed heated at 1,500 degrees in Hollywood in an attempt to break own record, (1,494 degrees in 1976). Stunt was for a TV game show. Air temperature at time was in 90s.

Times photo by Boris Yaro
minutes. Two young Caucasian boys made the first Walk right after the Chief and his assistant. Their feet were not even hot to the touch right afterward; but their faces and hands were almost blistered red from the terrific heat; and they did feel that!

Cautious Kenn didn’t make the Walk until the fourth demonstration. By that time he was convinced that it was genuine. He became acquainted with Chief or Kahuna Tu-nui Arii-peu. A close friendship developed. They became blood brothers, and the Chief initiated Kenn into the art, teaching him the chants, etc. So the book has the proper chants for Fire Walking, in Polynesian and also translated into English. 57 pages, well illustrated, $2.50. The introduction contains an endorsement by the late Max Freedom Long, whose classic on Hawaiian magick, "Secret Science Behind Miracles", had just been published at that time.

WHAT SAYS THE INNER CIRCLE?

Two years earlier, in April 1947, this possibility of occult control, mental control -- or Virtual State as Tome Bearden calls it -- came up at a Mark Probert seance in San Diego. Lo Sun Yat was the Control: "This is a mental vibration thrown out from the body through deep concentration. This subtle energy will thaw out ice from around the body besides thawing out and drying the blankets." (The initiation of the Doctrine of the Internal Heat, described in Evans-Wentz’s "Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doctrines").

"Meditation?" asked Meade Layne. "In what way is the mind manipulated?"

"It is almost a state of hypnosis," replied Lo Sun Yat, "but it is something even beyond that."

"Is it produced by meditation on fire, flame, heat?"

"The mind must concentrate on itself," said the adept. "To concentrate on the thing will not do. The mind must go inward or fire will burn and cold will freeze."

"Then all consciousness is withdrawn?" asked Meade.

"All consciousness is withdrawn. This is the same method used in controlling bleeding when wounded. You can control your blood or your heartbeat. If you withdraw blood from the injured part the pain will cease; if blood is flowing it will take a sense of pain to the brain," replied Lo Sun Yat.

"Is coagulation of the blood hastened?"

"Almost immediately."

"One can increase or decrease circulation at will. Is that the same thing you are referring to?"

"Precisely."

"Is this difficult -- take long practice?"
"Very difficult, especially if you are not brought up in that manner," replied Lo Sun Yat. "If many years run along before you start training you will have a most difficult time, if at all you can acquire it."

"But if you are exposed to heat instead of cold?"

"You are drawing within the blood from the outer surface of the skin. Adepts have been known to walk into heated ovens. This they can do because they withdraw the blood deeper into the body. Only the surface of the body is left without blood flow. At the same time all the organs are kept in low function."

WHAT ABOUT PROTECTION FROM HEAT?

"But what prevents burning of the tissues?" asked Meade.

"Hang on to that question. I am losing strength. I will be back. (Lo Sun Yat leaves Mark's body, still in trance, presumably to charge it up again, and is back shortly.) When the mind has trained itself to withdraw the blood, it also sends out an energy that encases the skin. This causes a layer between the skin and any object. Between the skin and this energy-force is a constant cooling process."

"Like the hardening of a shell?"

"No, it is not a hardening. You have an egg. On the inside of the egg is a thin skin. Between the skin and the shell is a space. That keeps or forms a cooling process or a protecting pad."

"A non-conductor," observes another sitter.

"Decidedly a non-conductor. That is correct."

"What about the non-initiates who volunteer to take part in a fire-walk ceremony? Can such immunity be conferred on others?"

"This can be done by those who know. By the same process they give to themselves, they extend to whoever will have the faith to put their feet on a hot place."

"Faith?"

"Not faith as we call faith religiously. Something much deeper. The Ego must be assured that no harm will come to the body that it occupies."

"Confidence, perhaps."

"That is right."
"Is ritual a means of assuring or inspiring confidence?"

"That is one means," replied Lo Sun Yat, "but as I have told you, this is something that must be developed slowly from childhood. You can extend it for a short time for someone else who knows nothing of it; but should that power of extension run out, the man or woman on the coals would consume immediately, a great deal faster than if they had walked out there without it." (From BSRF No. 8-A, the Inner Circle Seance Memoranda, $2.50)

SPEAKING OF MAX FREEDOM LONG

"I left all of my BSRF Journals in Midland when I moved to Ft. Worth to continue my Science of Mind studies in a Church. I found out how little they understand of the WHAT Earnest Holmes was teaching. Fifth State of Consciousness is to WHERE the text book is pointing. With their symposiums the Practitioners are finally finding out WHO they are and it caused a rumble among the ministers who, in turn, tried to buy them out by raising the license fee for renewal to $100. All that did was to get a whole new set of officers in, and they got the message from the Practitioners. Olga Worrell (psychic healer) has a constant 5-State consciousness.

"Would you believe? While teaching another Practitioner how to handle a suicide discarnate, and we having had success, Max Freedom Long appeared in a very dark form by his books in my study, and asked for forgiveness. So I 'did the work' as we say, and then had to do it over again! He hadn't let loose of his leg pain. We mentally discussed it and I agreed, if he would forgive his leg for hurting him, he could go on. Everything cleared. He is a wonderful person. Another student tells me there are still Kahunas in Hawaii, underground."

Ms. E.P., Fallbrook, California

Before his suicide in 1971 Mr. Long announced that he had no intention of returning to this planet again, but obviously he had karmic ties which were holding him here. About a year after his passing your Director had a clear dream of being with Max while he went through preparations for his suicide and carried it out, only to start all over again. It is my understanding a suicide will continue this endless circle of activity for years and years of earth time, until the quantum of energy bound up in that action is expended, unless some Adept moves in and breaks the spell for purposes of his or her own.

"EXPECT ABSOLUTELY NO MERCY"

"You may remember in the past I told you of my contact with a space entity in my home in Titirangi Road, Auckland; well I continued with my UFO researches and last year I had a rather terrifying experience with a psychic attack from UFO entities.
of the lower strata. This occurred when I was ill with so-called Hepatitis. At the time I had difficulty in protecting myself, and fortunately Verity (Editor of the 'Heralds of the New Age') and her husband sent urgent calls to Sai Baba for help for me. This came immediately with a couple of very beautiful visions, and I was assisted to recover.

"As I am now over 70 years of age, I took advantage of an offer of marriage and companionship, thinking it better to discontinue my researches in depth, though I still supply an occasional article for our HNA magazine; but I do not now give discourses on the subject. Am still keeping in touch as I am sure this phenomenon is to have very great impact upon our planet in the very near future.

"My husband and self are hoping for a few more years of peace in a much quieter part of New Zealand where the climate is warmer, further north on the North Island. We have moved from Auckland where, like most large cities, it has become very noisy, polluted and the crime rate has risen alarmingly. Best wishes to you and Mrs. Crabb and carry on with the good (and very necessary) good work."

Mrs. P.D.H., Whangarei, New Zealand

It is a fact that the unpolarized adult female, living alone is an easy target for Low Astral Plane forces, and behind earth-bound entities are solar and galactic entities of the cosmic astral plane, driving them on to more deviltry. So, this NZ Associate was wise in seeking balance or polarization with an understanding and compatible male. The marriage aura is protection in itself! She is also wise in giving up occult studies for awhile. These open the door to both the Lower and Higher Astral planes. If you cant cope with the Intruders, better keep the door shut, until you develop more spiritual muscle.

THE AURAMETER AND COLOR THERAPY

"Our healing group is using home-made aurameters for questions one normally asks the Pendulum, more sensitive. They seem to get right through to the psychic mind and so are not subject to 'the direction you face' and other influences in a lower plane. Some of us are going ahead with mentally projecting colour healing, and in comparing notes several of us are being given the correct colours to project.

"I got this second hand but someone in New Zealand is suddenly dead. He was handing around cassettes on the Illuminati. Enclosed is a check for $3. Please send me a copy of 'Psychic Self-Defense, Part II, Methods of Attack'. I have just read Ephesians 6: 'For our fight is not against human foes, but against cosmic powers...'. You have brainwashed me into being a mystic (Here I thought I was pushing the Hermetic Path! RHC) and that Biblical quotation finally
cinches it. Suggest you quote it in the Journal. It seems the essence of what you hammer away at."

Ms. M.S., Auckland, New Zealand

The complete quote from Apollonius' Letter to the Ephesians, Chapter 6 verses 11,12, from our old Bible: "Put on the whole armor of God, that ye may be able to withstand against the wiles of the devils. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against powers, against principalities, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places." Modern principalities as sources of evil are the major oil companies with their world-wide exploitation of oil from discovery and drilling to refining, and marketing, and their henchmen in high places in the nations' governments, effectively blocking any effort to break up their monopoly of vital energy.

GEORGE VAN TASSEL, A MODERN PROMETHEUS

"PLEASE what in HEAVEN'S name is the International Church of Christology that Doris Van Tassel sold her rights to????????? IF they mean to make a material fortune or personal fortune out of the Integratron it will fail, as you and I know. Van GAVE all he could to people and his idea of the Integratron, intended for healing to be given. What do you know of these people? Shall we send them a couple of dollars so we can find out what is going on with these Christology people in San Diego. . ."

Mrs. A.D., Paradise, California

Like Prometheus of old, George Van Tassel attempted to bring down Fire from heaven, for the benefit of mankind, and lost his life in the process. His sudden death a little over a year ago was no accident. As D.K. points out to Alice Bailey in "Letters On Occult Meditation", "Not all accidents are karmic." Van's valiant attempt to circumvent the medical monopoly aroused the angry opposition of the Dark Brotherhood who guide the sick in their deadly endeavor, in my estimation, They killed him. The Old Commentary says that sincere and dedicated mortals will get glimpses of the Fire of Heaven and try to bring it down for the redemption of mankind; but if that glimpse or vision is distorted or imperfect, the Fire will destroy them in the process of trying to manifest it at the physical level.

During my Flying Saucer lectures in the Sixties I was often asked about the Van Tassel Integratron and volunteered the opinion that if it could accomplish all Van claimed for it in healing and rejuvenating people, the hatchet men of the FDA and the AMA would never let him finish it; or, if it was finished, the medical authorities would tie it up in years of testing, the effect of which would be to prevent it from ever being used for public benefit. It seems I was a prophet with honor, but there's no satisfaction.
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in it. In his first letter to the Corinthians, Paul (Paulus, Apollos, Apollonius) warned these Greeks: "... fire shall try every man's work of what sort it is. If any man's work abide which he hath built thereupon, he shall receive a reward. If any man's work shall be burned, he shall suffer loss; but he himself shall be saved; yet so by fire..." and the lower, the personality, is sacrificed to the higher.

THE KISS OF DEATH

Back in 1975 visiting Associates from the east wanted to meet George and Dorris Van Tassel. It was July 4th and hot but they had a new, air-conditioned Lincoln sedan; so we rode up onto the high desert in comfort. The Van Tassels were home but our guests were disappointed to learn that the Integratron was under tight security guard. No visitors, by government order!

In the long visit which ensued, Van told us that "money was no longer a problem" for finishing the Integratron, that he was getting financial support and engineering and technical advice from the government. My reaction to that information at the time was, "This is the kiss of death!" And here was the reason for keeping the Integratron "off limits" to visitors, government "cooperation".

Which reminds us of that 18th verse from 1st Corinthians, Chapter 6: "Let no man deceive himself. If any man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him become a fool, that he may be wise." George must be a lot wiser now, in 1979!

Last year we had a letter from a Florida Associate asking why we had never run any definitive articles on the Integratron, really nothing more than a giant, Multi-Wave Oscillator sitting on the desert. Among other things he mentioned having visited Giant Rock himself, and having been told by Van Tassel that the U.S. Navy had already already built and was using a smaller version of the Integratron. My reaction to that information was, "Well, they no longer need George! And their Integratron will be reserved for the privileged few among the Navy brass."

Widow Van Tassel couldn't sell the unfinished Integratron and the 10 acres of desert property to anyone because it belongs to the non-profit College of Universal Wisdom. Under Federal law it could only be turned over to another non-profit corporation or a church, and she chose the International Church of Christology in San Diego, California, using a quit-claim deed. I'm glad she didn't choose Borderland Sciences Research Foundation, considering the financial obligations that had accumulated against the place. Also, I'm sure George didn't leave any blueprints behind by which the Integratron could be completed. He
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didn't work that way. As one part of the Integratron was completed he would be given guidance for completing the next part.

THE CURSE OF THE GOVERNMENT GHOULS IS COMPLETE

In the second news release from the International Church of Christology Corporation, PO Box 4648, San Diego, California 92104, we have this information from Archbishop John L. Pope regarding the quit claim deed of all property and assets of the Ministry and its College: "Some people still think that with 'all its property and assets', we also have all its money. We will repeat once more, the Ministry and its College were BANKRUPT! We had to pay some of the Ministry's long overdue debts.

"On May 2, 1979 the Yucca Valley Edison Electric Company sent out its man to turn off the electricity to the Ministry and its College. On May 4, 1979 we had to pay $385 to keep the electricity on! Sure, we could have refused to pay it, but you remember the water well that pumps water to Dorris Van Tassel's property, where the large mobile home in which she was living at the time was located. She had a large vegetable garden (which she had just planted) with several large fruit trees growing in it, not to mention those tall shade trees back of her home. . . Then there was Dorris herself. How can you cook, bathe, wash dishes and clothes, etc with no water?

"The lack of electricity also placed the Integratron Dome Machine (all wood) in danger. If it were ever to catch fire for any reason the local fire department would be powerless to put out the flames. The electricity operates the water well pump.

"And there are also the special lights that shine upon the exterior of the Integratron. This is to discourage vandalism by allowing the patrolling guards to see at a distance better at night. A few weeks ago, while guards were patrolling other areas, a person unknown cut a hole in the outer fence completely surrounding the 10.2 acres. The inner fence completely surrounds the Dome itself. . . Yes, the Integratron Dome Machine is in a lot of DANGER! . . We also had to pay long overdue bill of $722 to the Hi-Desert Security System for guarding the Ministry's properties.

"One of the many things we still find difficult to understand is why, in God's name, was the Ministry paying to guard the Giant Rock Airport? It did not belong to the Ministry. On Feb 26, 1976 George W. Van Tassel sold his Lease Rights to someone else. The less said about that the better. Later on they sold their rights to someone else. . .

"If the Ministry was trying to protect the buildings at the airport (site of those many Flying Saucer conventions) then it was knowingly wasting your contributions, because some of the buildings were already burnt to the ground, and the rest
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had already been gutted by vandals' bullets! Prior to March 27, 1979 the Giant Rock Airport had become a 'refuge for high-flying dope addicts', and we don't mean from outer space either. These lawless characters were recklessly driving their motorcycles and dune buggies all over the place. . .

"We would like to thank the Bureau of Land Management for their request to the Federal Aviation Administration to close down the Giant Rock Airport, and to those reliable men of the Yucca Valley-San Bernardino Sherif Department for helping to clean out the lawless riffraff.

THE EARTH GODS SPOKE AT GIANT ROCK

"Let us also give humble thanks to our Heavenly Father, God the Almighty Power, for His Special 1,000 earthquakes that He caused to strike directly under the Giant Rock, and to spread throughout Landers and Yucca Valley, between March 18, 1979 and May 3, 1979. His special earthquakes had a tremendous effect on the future of the former Giant Rock Airport area, the Ministry of Universal Wisdom and its College of Universal Wisdom, and the Integratron Dome Machine!

"... are we going to continue putting out the 'Proceedings'? Yes. . . It will tell you what you want to hear. . . It will teach you the TRUE DIFFERENCE between a so-called NON-PROFIT CORPORATION (ORGANIZATION) and a TRUE NON-PROFIT CORPORATION. . ."

Then Archbishop Pope reminds his readers that Van Tassel put $250,000 of their money, and 25 years of his life, into the construction of the Integratron, and asks them to continue their $25 membership to keep the Dome Machine "from being destroyed now, with checks made out to the Christology Church, not to any individual! And there is a deadline!! A WARNING:

"Since April 20, 1979 the Founder of our church, the Reverend Doctor Jim Navajo Velasques, has loaned our church $9,000 in cash to protect the Integratron. Dr. Velasques has notified the church that if he does not see enough of George's followers send in their $25 membership contribution, then within the next 70 days, from July 12, 1979, he will foreclose on our 90-day note with him and demand that the 10.2 acres be sold to the highest bidder! . . Dr. Velasques is a full-blooded American Indian. The 10.2 acres once belonged to his people, before 1887.

"Now, by the power of the Great Spirit, after 90 years of waiting, they may return back to their original owner. He has also laid down his own Indian Claim against the Giant Rock Airport. It may soon, God willing, be officially declared a Sacred UFO Landing Site! . . The Sacred Site will consist of 5,000 acres of land. The story will begin in our first 'Proceedings'. Dr. Velasques was one of George's close Indian friends for the past 20 years and also one of his students. . ."
If you want to read the whole of Archbishop Pope's 13-page illustrated letter, send a couple of dollars to cover printing and postage to the address on page 32. Apparently a new healing shrine will arise, Phoenix-like on the desert, from the wreckage of George Van Tassel's dream, but along more traditional lines, and dedicated to Yebachai, the Savior and Healer of the Navajos.

DOUBLE YOUR GASOLINE MILEAGE?

"Now that the threat of severe Petrol rationing is with us all, it might be helpful if you would invite the Associates to say whether they know of any Petrol-saving device that really works and is currently available. The Freeman book on 'Suppressed Inventions' is very interesting but nearly all the stuff is unavailable and so only of academic interest.
"I myself am using a device which imparts a swirling motion to the petrol in the carburetor and I think it does give me some saving but not much. There must be better devices around and now is the time we all need to hear about them."

R.C., Paris, France

The Pelco device, available from Al Fry where you got the Freeman book, is now about a hundred dollars. This is supposed to heat the gasoline droplets from the carburetor into a vaporous condition as they pass into the intake manifold. If it does produce significant mileage increases and the word spreads, the oil majors will force it off the market. The only other device we know of that is legally available is the turbo-supercharger, which forces more air into the carburetor. Associate Ed Skilling tells us there is a firm in Florida which installs turbo-chargers for about $1500. Trouble is, the higher operating temperature shortens the life of the exhaust valves -- unless you are supercharging a diesel, which has heavier valves.

You can be sure the hatchet men of the major oil companies will continue to swat down significant fuel saving devices in the future as they have in the past. Skilling's sketch of a mileage doubler on the preceding page incorporates the basic ideas of many of the radical carburetors in Freeman's book: recirculating part of the gasoline-polluted exhaust, and water-vapor injection. The Big Three of Detroit could salvage their gas-guzzlers with such an improvement but they won't do it, even staggering Chrysler; so, you'll have to do it yourself -- or hire a mechanic who will do it for you. There is no other way as things are at present.

Another Associate has sent us a copy of Canadian Charles N. Pogue's so-called "Two Hundred Miles-per-gallon Carburetor" of the 1930s. I believe it's the patent application, with detailed explanation and good schematics -- but no exact specifications. 200 miles per gallon? I doubt it, even on a windless night, on a level road, at 45 miles per hour, in over-drive. Nevertheless, Pogue's goal was to convert all liquid petrol or gas into a hot, dry vapor which would burn 100%; thus there would be no polluting exhaust. We've run off a few copies of the Pogue application; for $1.50 you can have one.

BSRF No. 4 - THE ETHER SHIP (FLYING SAUCER) MYSTERY and Its Solution, by N. Meade Layne, beginning with the earliest UFO material of 1946, the Air Force inquiry, Etheria and the Etherians, the Technical Explanation, Limits of Tangibility, Philosophical Considerations, Charts: the Seven Physical Sugalve levels, Etheric Hypothesis, the Cabalistic Tree of Life, the Ether Ship Propulsion Problem by John Hilliard, Comment by Asso-
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associates and the Inner Circle, and references to Flying Saucers in Oahspe, Summary and Conclusion by Meade Layne. . . . $2.25

BSRF No. 10-R, CLOSED CLASS NO. 13, with the Yada di Shi'ite

BSRF No. 36-B, FIRE WALKING FROM THE INSIDE by Charles Kenn, with Comment by Lo Sun Yat and Max Freedom Long. This is an illustrated "report on four fire-walking performances in Honolulu (in 1949) and a critical study of them from the point of view of the initiate fire-walker instead that of the onlooker". The fire-walk was not a regular part of Kahuna ritual. The 1949 sessions in the amphitheater of the University of Hawaii were conducted by a Tahitian kahuna, Tu-nui Arii-peu in Honolulu at the time. Over 500 people made the walks under test conditions. Part Hawaiian Charley Kenn was initiated into the Rites by the Chief. The 59 page book has the chants in Polynesian and in English. From Inner Circle seance material of 1947 we have added adept Lo Sun Yat's observations on magical protection against extreme heat and extreme cold. From Max Freedom Long's first book, "Recovering the Ancient Magic", we have taken his revealing interview with a touring, young English fire magician in Honolulu, one who had learned the art as a boy from a Hindu adept and taken his initiations in India. 59 pages, illustrated. . . . . . . . . . $2.50
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